ANNEX B: LANTERN SETS AND COMMUNITY DISPLAYS
Lantern Set

Description

Sky Lanterns (祈福天灯)

“Sky Lanterns” is the largest and tallest lantern set at this
year’s Mid-Autumn Festival. Spanning 32m wide and 19m
tall, it features over 70 lighted sky lanterns of varying sizes
"floating" up three towering Supertrees at the main
entrance of Gardens by the Bay.
This set is inspired by the popular Chinese sky lanterns or
“ 天灯”, which are traditionally released into the sky as
wishes for good blessings.
Accompanying the decorative sky lanterns is a scenic
mountainscape of flora and fauna such as deers, cranes
and pine trees which symbolise good fortune and health.
Spot the pair of rabbits releasing a sky lantern with the
Chinese character “福”, which means “prosperity”.
Location: Golden Garden

Korean Genre Painting (韩国风俗画)

This hybrid lantern display features digitalised paintings by
traditional Korean artists Kim Hong-do and Kim Jun-geun
set against the backdrop of two hanok (traditional Korean
house) lantern frames. The genre paintings depict aspects
of everyday life in Korea by portraying ordinary people at
work and play during the Joseon period.
This lantern set is presented in partnership with Embassy
of the Republic of Korea and Korea Tourism Organization.
Location: The Rose (near Floral Clock outside Flower
Dome)

Rabbits Trail (祥兔之径)

A series of eight adorable rabbit-shaped lanterns in various
poses celebrating Mid-Autumn Festival greet visitors at
Gardens by the Bay en route to Flower Dome.
Location: Golden Garden

Miffy Gardens (米菲花园)

Come take a selfie with the cute Miffy displays nestled
among beautiful flowers! Spot them in the Australian,
South American and Mediterranean Garden of Flower
Dome.
Location: Flower Dome*

Rabbits’ Forest (玉兔呈祥)

This adorable lantern set featuring the mythical Jade
Rabbit, as well as a group of five rabbit friends celebrating
Mid-Autumn Festival under an osmanthus tree, is inspired
by an ancient Chinese folk game Blessings Upon the One
who Meets a Rabbit (遇兔呈祥), in which the first person to
find a rabbit in the osmanthus forest will receive good
blessings.
Location: Flower Dome*

Community Display

Description

Colonnade of Lights (灯廊)

Colonnade of Lights is a vibrant showcase of over 1,000
beautiful paper lanterns hand-painted by people from 28
social service agencies. Get up close to these colourful
community lanterns as you enjoy a stroll along the
Colonnade near Supertree Grove.
Location: Supertree Grove

Origami Crane Trees (千鹤祈愿)

Origami Crane Trees is a lantern installation featuring
2,000 colourful paper cranes folded and penned with
words of blessings by individuals from social service
agencies and Gardens by the Bay volunteers. Legend has
it that folding a thousand paper cranes can make a wish
come true!
Location: Flower Dome*

Community art installations in
collaboration with Extra•Ordinary
People (异彩•人生)

These vibrant community art installations are created in
collaboration with Extra•Ordinary People, a charity which
supports children and individuals with special needs.
Constructed from used plastic bottles, these dome-like
sculptures measure about 2m in height and width.
Location: Active Garden (near Bayfront waterfront
promenade)

AIRMESH

A recipient of the President’s Design Award 2020,
AIRMESH is a lantern-inspired pavilion and the first
structure in Singapore made of 3D printed stainless steel
that complies with building codes and is inhabitable for
people. Designed by lecturers Carlos Banon and Felix
Raspall from the Singapore University of Technology and
Design, the pavilion allows visitors to view Gardens by the
Bay from different perspectives, depending on where they
position themselves within the structure.
Location: Near Bayfront Plaza

*Fees and pre-booking of entry time slots apply for admission to Flower Dome.

